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This book constitutes the refereed post-conference
proceedings of the 14th EAI International
Conference on Body Area Networks, BodyNets
2019, held in Florence, Italy, in October 2019. The
27 papers presented were selected from 54
submissions and issue new technologies to provide
trustable measuring and communications
mechanisms from the data source to medical health
databases. Wireless body area networks (WBAN)
are one major element in this process. Not only onbody devices but also technologies providing
information from inside a body are in the focus of this
conference. Dependable communications combined
with accurate localization and behavior analysis will
benefit WBAN technology and make the healthcare
processes more effective.
A complete discussion of MIMO communications,
from theory to real-world applications The emerging
wireless technology Wideband Multiple-Input,
Multiple-Output (MIMO) holds the promise of greater
bandwidth efficiency and wireless link reliability. This
technology is just now being implemented into
hardware and working its way into wireless
standards such as the ubiquitous 802.11g, as well as
third- and fourth-generation cellular standards.
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Multiple-Input Multiple-Output Channel Models
uniquely brings together the theoretical and practical
aspects of MIMO communications, revealing how
these systems use their multipath diversity to
increase channel capacity. It gives the reader a clear
understanding of the underlying propagation
mechanisms in the wideband MIMO channel, which
is fundamental to the development of communication
algorithms, signaling strategies, and transceiver
design for MIMO systems. MIMO channel models
are important tools in understanding the potential
gains of a MIMO system. This book discusses two
types of wideband MIMO models in detail: correlative
channel models—specifically the Kronecker,
Weichselberger, and structured models—and cluster
models, including Saleh-Valenzuela, European
Cooperation in the field of Scientific and Technical
Research (COST) 273, and Random Cluster models.
From simple to complex, the reader will understand
the models' mechanisms and the reasons behind the
parameters. Next, channel sounding is explained in
detail, presenting the theory behind a few channel
sounding techniques used to sound narrowband and
wideband channels. The technique of digital
matched filtering is then examined and, using reallife data, is shown to provide very accurate estimates
of channel gains. The book concludes with a
performance analysis of the structured and
Kronecker models. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output
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Channel Models is the first book to apply tensor
calculus to the problem of wideband MIMO channel
modeling. Each chapter features a list of important
references, including core literary references, Matlab
implementations of key models, and the location of
databases that can be used to help in the
development of new models or communication
algorithms. Engineers who are working in the
development of telecommunications systems will find
this resource invaluable, as will researchers and
students at the graduate or post-graduate level.
This book examines signal processing techniques for
cognitive radios. The book is divided into three parts:
Part I, is an introduction to cognitive radios and
presents a history of the cognitive radio (CR), and
introduce their architecture, functionalities, ideal
aspects, hardware platforms, and state-of-the-art
developments. Dr. Jayaweera also introduces the
specific type of CR that has gained the most
research attention in recent years: the CR for
Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA). Part II of the
book, Theoretical Foundations, guides the reader
from classical to modern theories on statistical signal
processing and inference. The author addresses
detection and estimation theory, power spectrum
estimation, classification, adaptive algorithms
(machine learning), and inference and decision
processes. Applications to the signal processing,
inference and learning problems encountered in
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cognitive radios are interspersed throughout with
concrete and accessible examples. Part III of the
book, Signal Processing in Radios, identifies the key
signal processing, inference, and learning tasks to
be performed by wideband autonomous cognitive
radios. The author provides signal processing
solutions to each task by relating the tasks to
materials covered in Part II. Specialized chapters
then discuss specific signal processing algorithms
required for DSA and DSS cognitive radios.
This volume presents the logical arithmetical or
computational procedures within communications
systems that will ensure the solution to various
problems. The authors comprehensively introduce
the theoretical elements that are at the basis of the
field of algorithms for communications systems.
Various applications of these algorithms are then
illustrated with particular attention to wired and
wireless network access technologies. * Provides a
complete treatment of algorithms for
communications systems, rarely presented together
* Introduces the theoretical background to digital
communications and signal processing * Features
numerous applications including advanced wireless
modems and echo cancellation techniques *
Includes useful reference lists at the end of each
chapter Graduate students in the fields of
Telecommunications and Electrical Engineering
Researchers and Professionals in the area of Digital
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Communications, Signal Processing and Computer
Engineering will find this book invaluable.
Globalization of Mobile and Wireless
Communications is a collection of cutting-edge
research in mobile and wireless communications
with impact on developments as far forward as 2020
and beyond. The book draws upon the insights and
performed research work of leading experts in the
field. Topics of discussion are related but not limited
to spectrum-efficient radio interface technologies,
enabling technologies for reconfigurability, wireless
sensor networks, cognitive networks, coherent
wireless transmission, algorithmic design,
middleware for novel services and applications. The
material has been edited to provide a vision for the
future of mobile and wireless, towards a dynamic
communication system that breaks down the barriers
between communications means; and evolves and
integrates business models and culture to match the
technological evolution. In addition, strategies on
how to overcome the technological challenges for
achieving that vision are also outlined.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference
proceedings of the 7th International Conference on
Mobile Communication and Healthcare, MobiHealth
2017, held in Vienna, Austria, in November 2017.
The 34 revised full papers were reviewed and
selected from more than 50 submissions and are
organized in topical sections covering data analysis,
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systems, work-in-process, pervasive and wearable
health monitoring, advances in healthcare services,
design for healthcare, advances in soft wearable
technology for mobile-health, sensors and circuits.
Providing up-to-date material for UWB antennas and
propagation as used in a wide variety of applications,
"Ultra-wideband Antennas and Propagation for
Communications, Radar and Imaging" includes
fundamental theory, practical design information and
extensive discussion of UWB applications from
biomedical imaging, through to radar and wireless
communications. An in-depth treatment of ultrawideband signals in practical environments is given,
including interference, coexistence and diversity
considerations. The text includes antennas and
propagation in biological media in addition to more
conventional environments. The topics covered are
approached with the aim of helping practising
engineers to view the subject from a different angle,
and to consider items as variables that were treated
as constants in narrowband and wideband systems.
Features tables of propagation data, photographs of
antenna systems and graphs of results (e.g.
radiation patterns, propagation characteristics)
Covers the fundamentals of antennas and
propagation, as well as offering an in-depth
treatment of antenna elements and arrays for UWB
systems, and UWB propagation models Provides a
description of the underlying concepts for the design
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of antennas and arrays for conventional as well as
ultra-wideband systems Draws together UWB theory
by using case-studies to show applications of
antennas and propagation in communication, radar
and imaging systems The book highlights the unique
design issues of using ultra-wideband and will serve
both as an introductory text and a reference guide
for designers and students alike.
In recent years, originally static and single purpose
Wireless Sensor Networks have moved towards
applications that need support for mobility and multiple
purposes. These heterogeneous applications and
services demand for a framework which distributes and
discovers the various services, so that other pieces of
equipment can use them. Markus Becker studies,
extends, analytically models, simulates and employs the
so called Trickle algorithm in measurements in a
Wireless Sensor Network test bed for the service
distribution. The obtained results apply to the application
of the Trickle algorithm at lower protocol layers, e.g. for
routing, as well. Given application delay requirements,
the author derives the realizable distances and number
of nodes for two network topologies from the 95
percentiles obtained by simulation.
There are continuous efforts focussed on improving road
traffic safety worldwide. Numerous vehicle safety
features have been invented and standardized over the
past decades. Particularly interesting are the driver
assistance systems, since these can considerably
reduce the number of accidents by supporting drivers’
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perception of their surroundings. Many driver assistance
features rely on radar-based sensors. Nowadays the
commercially available automotive front-end sensors are
comprised of discrete components, thus making the
radar modules highly-priced and suitable for integration
only in premium class vehicles. Realization of low-cost
radar fro- end circuits would enable their implementation
in inexpensive economy cars, c- siderably contributing to
traffic safety. Cost reduction requires high-level
integration of the microwave front-end c- cuitry,
specifically analog and digital circuit blocks co-located on
a single chip. - cent developments of silicon-based
technologies, e.g. CMOS and SiGe:C bipolar, make
them suitable for realization of microwave sensors.
Additionally, these te- nologies offer the necessary
integration capability. However, the required output
power and temperature stability, necessary for
automotive radar sensor products, have not yet been
achieved in standard digital CMOS technologies. On the
other hand, SiGe bipolar technology offers excellent highfrequency characteristics and necessary output power
for automotive applications, but has lower potential for alization of digital blocks than CMOS.
Fourth Generation (4G) wireless communication systems
support current and emergent multimedia services such
as mobile TV, social networks and gaming, highdefinition TV, video teleconferencing, and messaging
services. These systems feature the All-over-IP concept
and boast improved quality of service. Several important
R&D activities are currently under way in the field of
wireless communications for 4G systems, but the
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coverage is widespread in the literature. Transmission
Techniques for 4G Systems presents a compilation of
the latest developments in the field of wireless
communications for 4G systems, including evolved
Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Service (eMBMS).
Topics include: Transmission schemes suitable for future
broadband wireless systems Advances in transmission
techniques and receiver design to support emergent
wireless needs for 4G requirements Multiple-Input
Multiple-Output (MIMO), base station cooperation, macrodiversity, and inter-cell interference cancellation Multihop
relay techniques, hierarchical constellations, and multiresolution techniques Advances using block transmission
techniques for different propagation and multi-user
environments System-level evaluation of 4G using
different transmission techniques Exploring the key
requirements of emergent services, this volume provides
fundamentals and theory along with transmission and
detection techniques and schemes transversal to many
digital communication systems—including wireless,
cellular, and satellite. If you’re interested in or involved
with 4G multimedia systems, this is the book you need
on the latest R&D wireless activities so you can plan,
design, and develop prototypes and future systems.
This book reports on cutting-edge modeling techniques,
methodologies and tools used to understand, design and
engineer nanoscale communication systems, such as
molecular communication systems. Moreover, it includes
introductory materials for those who are new to the field.
The book’s interdisciplinary approach, which merges
perspectives in computer science, the biological
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sciences and nanotechnology, will appeal to graduate
students and researchers in these three areas.The book
is organized into five parts, the first of which describes
the fundamentals of molecular communication, including
basic concepts, models and designs. In turn, the second
part examines specific types of molecular communication
found in biological systems, such as neuronal
communication in the brain. The book continues by
exploring further types of nanoscale communication,
such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer and
electromagnetic-based nanoscale communication, in the
third part, and by describing nanomaterials and
structures for practical applications in the fourth. Lastly,
the book presents nanomedical applications such as
targeted drug delivery and biomolecular sensing.
Biofilms are predominant mode of life for microbes under
natural conditions. The three-dimensional structure of the
biofilm provides enhanced protection from physical,
chemical and biological stress conditions to associated
microbial communities. These complex and highly
structured microbial communities play a vital role in
maintaining the health of plants, soils and waters. Biofilm
associated with plants may be pathogenic or beneficial
based on the nature of their interactions. Pathogenic or
undesirable biofilm requires control in many situations,
including soil, plants, food and water. Written by leading
experts from around the world, Biofilms in Plant and Soil
Health provides an up-to-date review on various aspects
of microbial biofilms, and suggests future and emerging
trends in biofilms in plant and soil health. Issues are
addressed in four sub areas: I) The fundamentals and
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significance of biofilm in plant and soil health, and the
concept of mono and mixed biofilms by PGPR and
fungal biofilms. II) Biochemical and molecular
mechanisms in biofilm studies in plant associated
bacteria, and techniques in studying biofilms and their
characterization, gene expression and enhanced
antimicrobial resistance in biofilms, as well as biotic and
biotic factors affecting biofilm in vitro. III) The ecological
significance of soil associated biofilms and stress
management and bioremediation of contaminated soils
and degraded ecosystems. IV) Pathogenic biofilm
associated with plant and food and its control measures.
This book is recommended for students and researchers
working in agricultural and environmental microbiology,
biotechnology, soil sciences, soil and plant health and
plant protection. Researchers working in the area of
quorum sensing, biofilm applications, and understanding
microbiome of soil and plants will also find it useful.
In recent years, it was realized that the MIMO
communication systems seems to be inevitable in
accelerated evolution of high data rates applications due
to their potential to dramatically increase the spectral
efficiency and simultaneously sending individual
information to the corresponding users in wireless
systems. This book, intends to provide highlights of the
current research topics in the field of MIMO system, to
offer a snapshot of the recent advances and major
issues faced today by the researchers in the MIMO
related areas. The book is written by specialists working
in universities and research centers all over the world to
cover the fundamental principles and main advanced
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topics on high data rates wireless communications
systems over MIMO channels. Moreover, the book has
the advantage of providing a collection of applications
that are completely independent and self-contained;
thus, the interested reader can choose any chapter and
skip to another without losing continuity.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th
International Symposium on Ubiquitous Networking,
UNet 2019, held in Limoges, France, in November 2019.
The 17 revised full papers presented together with 1
short paper were carefully reviewed and selected from
41 submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections: ubiquitous communication technologies and
networking; ubiquitous Internet of things; pervasive
services and applications.
This book focuses on the multidisciplinary state-of-the-art of
full-duplex wireless communications and applications.
Moreover, this book contributes with an overview of the
fundamentals of full-duplex communications, and introduces
the most recent advances in self-interference cancellation
from antenna design to digital domain. Moreover, the reader
will discover analytical and empirical models to deal with
residual self-interference and to assess its effects in various
scenarios and applications. Therefore, this is a highly
informative and carefully presented book by the leading
scientists in the area, providing a comprehensive overview of
full-duplex technology from the perspective of various
researchers, and research groups worldwide. This book is
designed for researchers and professionals working in
wireless communications and engineers willing to understand
the challenges and solutions full-duplex communication so to
implement a full-duplex system.
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Advanced, specialized coverage of microstrip filter design
Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave Applicationsis the only
professional reference focusing solely on microstripfilters. It
offers a unique and comprehensive treatment of filtersbased
on the microstrip structure and includes full
designmethodologies that are also applicable to waveguide
and othertransmission line filters. The authors include
coverage of new configurations with advancedfiltering
characteristics, new design techniques, and methods forfilter
miniaturization. The book utilizes numerous design
examplesto illustrate and emphasize computer analysis and
synthesis whilealso discussing the applications of
commercially availablesoftware. Other highlights include:
Lowpass and bandpass filters Highpass and bandstop filters
Full-wave electromagnetic simulation Advanced materials and
technologies Coupled resonator circuits Computer-aided
design for low-cost/high-volume production Compact filters
and filter miniaturization Microstrip Filters for RF/Microwave
Applicationsis not only a valuable design resource for
practitioners, but alsoa handy reference for students and
researchers in microwaveengineering.
This book presents the latest theory, developments, and
applications related to high resolution materials-penetrating
sensor systems. An international team of expert researchers
explains the problems and solutions for developing new
techniques and applications. Subject areas include
ultrawideband (UWB) signals propagation and scattering,
materials-penetrating radar techniques for small object
detection and imaging, biolocation using holographic
techniques, tomography, medical applications, nondestructive
testing methods, electronic warfare principles, through-thewall radar propagation effects, and target identification
through measuring the target return signal spectrum changes.
Cognitive Radio Communications and Networks gives
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comprehensive and balanced coverage of the principles of
cognitive radio communications, cognitive networks, and
details of their implementation, including the latest
developments in the standards and spectrum policy. Case
studies, end-of-chapter questions, and descriptions of various
platforms and test beds, together with sample code, give
hands-on knowledge of how cognitive radio systems can be
implemented in practice. Extensive treatment is given to
several standards, including IEEE 802.22 for TV White
Spaces and IEEE SCC41 Written by leading people in the
field, both at universities and major industrial research
laboratories, this tutorial text gives communications
engineers, R&D engineers, researchers, undergraduate and
post graduate students a complete reference on the
application of wireless communications and network theory
for the design and implementation of cognitive radio systems
and networks Each chapter is written by internationally
renowned experts, giving complete and balanced treatment of
the fundamentals of both cognitive radio communications and
cognitive networks, together with implementation details
Extensive treatment of the latest standards and spectrum
policy developments enables the development of compliant
cognitive systems Strong practical orientation – through case
studies and descriptions of cognitive radio platforms and
testbeds – shows how real world cognitive radio systems and
network architectures have been built Alexander M. Wyglinski
is an Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI), Director
of the WPI Limerick Project Center, and Director of the
Wireless Innovation Laboratory (WI Lab) Each chapter is
written by internationally renowned experts, giving complete
and balanced treatment of the fundamentals of both cognitive
radio communications and cognitive networks, together with
implementation details Extensive treatment of the latest
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standards and spectrum policy developments enables the
development of compliant cognitive systems Strong practical
orientation – through case studies and descriptions of
cognitive radio platforms and testbeds – shows how "real
world" cognitive radio systems and network architectures
have been built
Ground Based Wireless Positioning provides an in-depth
treatment of non-GPS based wireless positioning techniques,
with a balance between theory and engineering practice. The
book presents the architecture, design and testing of a variety
of wireless positioning systems based on the time-of-arrival,
signal strength, and angle-of-arrival measurements. These
techniques are essential for developing accurate wireless
positioning systems which can operate reliably in both indoor
and outdoor environments where the Global Positioning
System (GPS) proves to be inadequate. The book covers a
wide range of issues including radio propagation, parameter
identification, statistical signal processing, optimization, and
localization in large and multi-hop networks. A comprehensive
study on the state-of-the-art techniques and methodologies in
wireless positioning and tracking is provided, including anchorbased and anchor-free localisation in wireless sensor
networks (WSN). The authors address real world issues such
as multipath, non-line-of-sight (NLOS) propagation, accuracy
limitations and measurement errors. Presenting the latest
advances in the field, Ground Based Wireless Positioning is
one of the first books to cover non-GPS based technologies
for wireless positioning. It serves as an indispensable
reference for researchers and engineers specialising in the
fields of localization and tracking, and wireless sensor
networks. Provides a comprehensive treatment of
methodologies and algorithms for positioning and tracking
Includes practical issues and case studies in designing real
wireless positioning systems Explains non-line-of-sight
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(NLOS) radio propagation and NLOS mitigation techniques
Balances solid theory with engineering practice of non-GPS
wireless systems
A resource on position sensor technology, including
background, operational theory, design and applications This
book explains the theory and applications of the technologies
used in the measurement of linear and angular/rotary position
sensors. The first three chapters provide readers with the
necessary background information on sensors. These
chapters review: the working definitions and conventions
used in sensing technology; the specifications of linear
position transducers and sensors and how they affect
performance; and sensor output types and communication
protocols. The remaining chapters discuss each separate
sensor technology in detail. These include resistive sensors,
cable extension transducers, capacitive sensors, inductive
sensors, LVDT and RVDT sensors, distributed impedance
sensors, Hall Effect sensors, magnetoresistive sensors,
magnetostrictive sensors, linear and rotary encoders, and
optical triangulation position sensors. Discusses sensor
specification, theory of operation, sensor design, and
application criteria Reviews the background history of the
linear and angular/rotary position sensors as well as the
underlying engineering techniques Includes end-of-chapter
exercises Position Sensors is written for electrical,
mechanical, and material engineers as well as engineering
students who are interested in understanding sensor
technologies. David S. Nyce is founder and owner of
Revolution Sensor Company in Apex, North Carolina, US. He
was formerly a Divisional General Manager and Director of
Technology for the Sensors Group of MTS Systems
Corporation, and was Chief Engineer or VP of Engineering at
several other sensor manufacturing companies. Mr. Nyce has
more than 30 years of experience developing sensors of
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many types for industrial, automotive, military, medical, and
commercial use.
Combines the theory and practical - with simulation tools for
the understanding and design of Ultra Wide Band (UWB)
communication networks. UWB is a revolutionary technology
- recently receiving FCC approval. The UWB standard has
several advantages including high transmission rates and the
ability to carry signals while accounting for solid matter
interference. Provides a theoretical analysis of the
fundamentals of UWB radio communications supported by
practical examples developed using computer simulations
using MATLAB. UWB devices can be used for a variety of
communications applications involving the transmission of
very high data rates over short distances without suffering the
effects of multi-path interference. UWB communication
devices could be used to wirelessly distribute services such
as phone, cable, and computer networking throughout a
building or home. These devices could also be utilized by
police, fire, and rescue personnel to provide covert, secure
communications devices. The book presents the theoretical
analysis of fundamental principles of Ultra Wide Band (UWB)
radio communications supported by practical examples
developed using computer simulation. The simulation codes
are provided in the form of user-customizable MATLAB)
functions which are included in the book. The examples are
inserted within the theoretical treatise in order to help and
guide the reader in the understanding of analytical principles.
The book covers issues related to both UWB signal
transmission and UWB network organization. In particular, the
topics covered by the book are: principles of UWB radio
transmission and modulation (PPM, PAM and DS-UWB for
Impulse Radio, OFDM for the multi-band approach), UWB
channel modeling, receiver structures, Multi User Interference
modeling, Localization, Network organization: advanced
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Medium Access Control and routing design strategies.

The first book to present a systematic and coherent
picture of MIMO radars Due to its potential to improve
target detection and discrimination capability, MultipleInput and Multiple-Output (MIMO) radar has generated
significant attention and widespread interest in
academia, industry, government labs, and funding
agencies. This important new work fills the need for a
comprehensive treatment of this emerging field. Edited
and authored by leading researchers in the field of MIMO
radar research, this book introduces recent
developments in the area of MIMO radar to stimulate
new concepts, theories, and applications of the topic,
and to foster further cross-fertilization of ideas with
MIMO communications. Topical coverage includes:
Adaptive MIMO radar Beampattern analysis and
optimization for MIMO radar MIMO radar for target
detection, parameter estimation, tracking,association,
and recognition MIMO radar prototypes and
measurements Space-time codes for MIMO radar
Statistical MIMO radar Waveform design for MIMO radar
Written in an easy-to-follow tutorial style, MIMO Radar
Signal Processing serves as an excellent course book
for graduate students and a valuable reference for
researchers in academia and industry.
The world's only hands-on guide to electronic,
surveillance, people tracking and asset discovery. How
to do it, how to protect yourself from those who would.
Used by all major intelligence agencies, now available to
the public. People tracking to computer violating. The
best of the worst. Or, perhaps the worst of the best. How
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to track, trace, and investigate anyone, anywhere,
anytime. Uncover hidden assets and agendas, build a
dossier, put together anyone's background. Used by the
FBI as a training manual, How To, Book 3, teaches you
the inside secrets of surveillance, people tracking, asset
discovery, electronic and physical surveillance. Let the
world's top experts, including the FBI and the KGB teach
you hands-on surveillance, people tracking, asset
location and rock turning. Nothing else like it on the
planet.
The book describes a new form of radar for which the
target response is frequency, i.e., resonance-dependent.
The book provides both prototype designs and empirical
results collected from a variety of targets. The new form
of radar, called RAMAR (Resonance and Aspect
Matched Adaptive Radar) advances radar OCo mere
ranging and detection OCo to the level of RF
spectroscopy, and permits an advance of spectroscopic
methods from optical, through infra-red and into the RF
spectral range. The book will describe how a target''s
response can be a function of frequency components in
the transmitted signal''s envelope as well as the signal''s
carrier.
The Data Collection System portion of the NOAA
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
program has the potential and capacity for many and
varied uses. The purpose of this report is to describe to
potential users the carrier system and its data processing
capabilities. User qualifications and requirements for
participation in the Data Collection System are also
defined.
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This is a comprehensive tutorial on the emerging
technology of free-space laser communications (FSLC).
The book offers an all-inclusive source of information on
the basics of FSLC, and a review of state-of-the-art
technologies. Coverage includes atmospheric effects for
laser propagation and FSLC systems performance and
design. Free-Space Laser Communications is a valuable
resource for engineers, scientists and students
interested in laser communication systems designed for
the atmospheric optical channel.
Present Your Research to the World! The World
Congress 2009 on Medical Physics and Biomedical
Engineering – the triennial scientific meeting of the
IUPESM - is the world’s leading forum for presenting the
results of current scientific work in health-related physics
and technologies to an international audience. With more
than 2,800 presentations it will be the biggest conference
in the fields of Medical Physics and Biomedical
Engineering in 2009! Medical physics, biomedical
engineering and bioengineering have been driving forces
of innovation and progress in medicine and healthcare
over the past two decades. As new key technologies
arise with significant potential to open new options in
diagnostics and therapeutics, it is a multidisciplinary task
to evaluate their benefit for medicine and healthcare with
respect to the quality of performance and therapeutic
output. Covering key aspects such as information and
communication technologies, micro- and nanosystems,
optics and biotechnology, the congress will serve as an
inter- and multidisciplinary platform that brings together
people from basic research, R&D, industry and medical
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application to discuss these issues. As a major event for
science, medicine and technology the congress provides
a comprehensive overview and in–depth, first-hand
information on new developments, advanced
technologies and current and future applications. With
this Final Program we would like to give you an overview
of the dimension of the congress and invite you to join us
in Munich! Olaf Dössel Congress President Wolfgang C.
Signal Processing for Cognitive RadiosJohn Wiley &
Sons
Biosensors are essential to an ever-expanding range of
applications, including healthcare; drug design; detection
of biological, chemical, and toxic agents; environmental
monitoring; biotechnology; aviation; physics;
oceanography; and the protection of civilian and
engineering infrastructures. This book, like the previous
five books on biosensors by this author (and one by the
co-author), addresses the neglected areas of analytereceptor binding and dissociation kinetics occurring on
biosensor surfaces. Topics are covered in a
comprehensive fashion, with homogeneous presentation
for the benefit of the reader. The contributors address
the economic aspects of biosensors and incorporate
coverage of biosensor fabrication and nanobiosensors,
among other topics. The comments, comparison, and
discussion presented provides a better perspective of
where the field of biosensors is heading. Serves as a
comprehensive resource on biosensor analysis
Examines timely topics such as biosensor fabrication
and nanobiosensors Covers economic aspects and
medical applications (e.g., the role of analytes in
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controlling diabetes)
The popularity of serial communications demands that
additional serial port interfaces be developed to meet the
expanding requirements of users. The Windows Serial
Port Programming Handbook illustrates the principles
and methods of developing various serial port interfaces
using multiple languages. This comprehensive, handson, and practical guide
Beamforming: Sensor Signal Processing for Defence
Applications presents a range of important research
contributions concerned with sensor array signal
processing and, in particular, with the superresolution
beamformers fundamental to many civilian and defence
applications. Both space and space-time (STAP)
beamforming algorithms and their application to radar
systems are considered with emphasis given to "lookdown" airborne radars, synthetic aperture radar (SAR),
arrayed MIMO radar and a number of common wakewave detection algorithms for two-dimensional SAR
imagery. Furthermore, ocean towed arrays, which find
applications in a variety of areas such as defence, oil
and gas exploration, and geological and marine life
studies, are also considered paying particular attention to
receiver positional uncertainties resulting from the array's
flexible structure. Array geometrical and electrical
uncertainties, design of auto-calibration algorithms,
beamforming "pointing" error uncertainties and
robustification issues are also presented. This book is
self-contained and unified in its presentation, and
comprehensively covers some of the classic and
fundamental models of beamforming for sensor signal
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processing. It is suitable as an advanced textbook for
graduate students and researchers in the area of signal
processing, as well as a reference book for engineers in
the defence industry. Contents:Space-Time Adaptive
Beamforming Algorithms for Airborne Radar Systems
(Rodrigo de Lamare)Transmit Beamforming for ForwardLooking Space-Time Radars (Mathini Sellathurai and
David Wilcox)Digital Beamforming for Synthetic Aperture
Radar (Karen Mak and Athanassios Manikas)Arrayed
MIMO Radar: Multi-target Parameter Estimation for
Beamforming (Harry Commin, Kai Luo and Athanassios
Manikas)Beamforming for Wake Wave Detection and
Estimation — An Overview (Karen Mak and Athanassios
Manikas)Towed Arrays: Channel Estimation, Tracking
and Beamforming (Vidhya Sridhar, Marc Willerton and
Athanassios Manikas)Array Uncertainties and Autocalibration (Marc Willerton, Evangelos Venieris and
Athanassios Manikas)Robust Beamforming to Pointing
Errors (Jie Zhuang and Athanassios Manikas)
Readership: Postgraduate students and researchers
working in the area of signal processing as well
researchers working in the defence industry. The UDRC
runs a series of short courses in signal processing for
PhD students and industrial researchers and this book is
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